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Introduction
The influence of a change in fashion style was
inspired and curated by Queen Victoria’s ability to
redefine victorian era fashion. 

Specifically, the Queen's ability to change the
political power balance  gave women more
credibility in society, allowing for greater self-
expression with their outfits.

Women still dressed very conservatively, but there
were many textile adjustments to give a more
expressive look. 
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Theoretical
Framework

Overview
Fashion, and self-expression became a
collective interest for both men and women. For
women in particular, there was a big focus on
shape. Big sleeves with an hourglass indent and
a big skirt seemed to be the focus. The hourglass
shape in particular emerged from this time
period because it combined both a minimalist
look, while also remaining modest because of
how much coverage there was. This sense of
self-expression was important during the
victorian era because it ultimately gave women
a sense of their own identity and not that of their
male counterparts. 
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Fashion in the
Victoria Era

Fashion in the Victorian Era was a revolutionary time for
visual expression. Women’s fashion in particular
focuses on details and shapes. The sensation that a
woman gave off through her outfit dictated her societal
status. 

Fashion was more and more considerably an art
instead of just a casual choice that we make. Fashion
began to take on our feelings and emotions as well. 

Expansion
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The split busk
Tight corsets were trademarked by the Victorian Era 

Began in the 1830’s it was fashionable to have a tight
torso and wide hips to give the appearance of more
shape to their body

Extending the appearance of your hips was a renovated
look for a woman because body shape become the focal
point of the woman's body. 
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Cage Crinolines
1850’s and replaced petty
coates
Bell shaped sleeves were
paired with Cage Crinolines
Dresses became heavier in
weight 
Style of wealthy people
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BUSTLES
Overview

Used to stretch the skirts below the
waist, in order to give the look of a
larger butt/hips
Replaced cage crinolines
Worn both in fancy settings but also
during the evening
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Bertha
Neckines

Overview
Low shoulder neckline to expose the
shoulders and neckline

Popular among upper class

Working women who showed too
much skin were looked down upon
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Top Hats, Stovepipe
top hats, Bowler Hats

Hats and Gloves were considered an
essential part of the Victorian Era 
1840’s/1850’s high crowns, perfect
representation of industrial era
So many different kinds of top hats

1800’s-1850’s - Abraham lincoln hat
This hat could be collapsed
Opera house hat 

Worn by the working class during the
victorian era
Dome shaped crown
Named after thomas and william
bowler
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Power imbalance?
Sensation in the victorian era meant that something was contributing
to a new eruption of emotion. 

The fashion discussed so far has pertained to those of the upper class.
High fashion was not available to those in middle/lower classes not
only because they could not afford it, but because technological
advances could not support and produce it as quickly.

"The lower class included people who did physical labor and were
either paid hourly or daily. The middle class population was the people
who did the “clean” work and were paid monthly or annually. The
upper class did not need to work; their income came from the inherited
lands and investments (“Victorian England”)" (Ltd, 2022).

Fashion and occupation often correlated because the nicer your
clothing was, the less you worked if at all.
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The Power Imbalance of
Victorian Era Fashion

Overview
The lower class in the Victorian Era commonly wore duller and
more raggedy clothing. The lower class almost dressed as if they
wore hand-me-downs from the upper class. Hats and gloves
were often a detailed piece to an outfit, and it seemed that a
majority of men always wore a hat. I feel like the Victorian Era
fashion trend for men to wear a hat is equivalent to today's trend
to wear a watch.

Fashion during the Victorian Era, as it does today, can tell a lot
about your 'status' in society. The victorian era placed a great
emphasis on fashion, not only because of the art and creative
expression behind it, but because it kept the class system in tact. 

Quality of clothing = wealth status
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Victorian Era
Fashion Recap in

Video detail
01 02https://youtube.com/clip/Ugkxbfng11az

oNm9sE2nMQqEn0JTWSGHfLcf
https://youtube.com/clip/UgkxR1UD4tKY
i5_zo8ljolekIP5oZx_46yct
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Part:

https://youtube.com/clip/UgkxPDcpWhkJLjzuMX-wyosNWK__ZecDoruq
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